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ENN
Anastasiya Katliarskaya
Coauthor Ilya Katliarski

We are isolated from family, friends, cities, 
and even nature. Everybody is locked in 
his own little environment. We stop 
changing the world, but start observing 
changes. 



uNtItlEd
Antoniadi liza

Reality is a phantom that can be 
transformed by humanity or without. 
Planes, flatness, measurements, 
technologies. Everything was mixed up and 
turned into an infinite space without a man. 
We are only observers and choosers. So 
choose your part of the earth and your part 
of new reality.



tAbulA CollECtIvA
Aphrodite Stathopoulou

tabula Collectiva is a wordplay referencing 
‘tabula rasa’. the drawing depicts the 
moment where the slate is to be re-written. 
Forms are in flux yet there’s a hint towards 
the nature of the new world to be formed. 
boundaries become diffused and each of 
us in isolation discovers a new found 
experience of the collective. 



GhoSt ComPutER SCREEN
benedetta tagliabue

1st may 2020, Covid-19 emergency time in 
barcelona. 
In the studio miralles tagliabue Embt.
Nobody on the chairs
but the screens remotely activated
as if transparent and silent people were 
there, 
the beauty of the space is enhanced
red flowers grow on the terrace



my KItChEN
Camellia yang

during quarantine time, my little apartment 
is my world: kitchen is a playground and 
garden can grow everything magically. 



thE lASt CoNtINENt
Carlotta olivari

the dark side of the world: water becomes 
the silent instruments of power. data flows 
through cables in the water, storage 
systems are set in the middle of the ocean; 
a new virgin land is ready to be 
discovered, conquered and colonised. 



CARboN 6 WoRld mAP 
Charles Pigott

our six dimensional reality that offers the 
religion of carbon to see multiple realities 
from an architectural perspective.



lEFt EARth, RIGht EARth, 
StIll EARth
CoCo tin

I am right-handed and this is a left-handed 
drawing of Earth - an imperfect muddy 
sphere with shaky longitudes and latitudes, 
but Earth still. As we venture into the 
blurred future, perhaps this drawing can 
serve as reminder to embrace discomfort, 
armed with empathy for one another. 



ChRomAtmoSPhERE
Cooking Sections

Salmon are a colour expectation. If a 
salmon is not salmon, it cannot be salmon. 
A colour bound to a body. A body bound to 
its name. these are the flattened skins of 
11 species that metabolise colour. 
Synthetic pigments are circulating across 
the planet at such a scale that colour does 
not flow through bodies, but rather bodies 
flow through colour. 



ouR houSE
damjan Ski

A house where each wall inside is like in a 
rubber room. on the highest point in the 
house is a huge jellyfish that is 
coordinating everything with its tentacles. 
Right below are three big soap bubbles 
managing huge needles that are all turned 
upside down so the sharp side is not 
pointing towards the bubbles. A door leads 
outside of the house but the needles are 
staying inside. A path leads from the house 
into the horizon.



EARthdAy CRoChEt
david Kohn

In his 1862 theoretical essay, Style in the 
technical Arts, Gottfried Semper notes 
crochet as a type of stitch with a powerful 
characteristic: “if untied, it causes the 
whole system to unravel.” We increasingly 
realise that all aspects of life on earth are 
woven together and that we cannot deny 
this without risking the whole system 
unravelling.



EClIPSE CRoChEt
david Kohn

In his 1862 theoretical essay, Style in the 
technical Arts, Gottfried Semper notes 
crochet as a type of stitch with a powerful 
characteristic: “if untied, it causes the 
whole system to unravel.” We increasingly 
realise that all aspects of life on earth are 
woven together and that we cannot deny 
this without risking the whole system 
unravelling.



EquAtoR CRoChEt
david Kohn

In his 1862 theoretical essay, Style in the 
technical Arts, Gottfried Semper notes 
crochet as a type of stitch with a powerful 
characteristic: “if untied, it causes the 
whole system to unravel.” We increasingly 
realise that all aspects of life on earth are 
woven together and that we cannot deny 
this without risking the whole system 
unravelling.



thE CultuRE oF 
CoNGEStIoN IS 
(tEmPoRARIly) dEAd
Feeney & Raue

two men used to stand here naked after 
boxing, perspiring. they liked oysters and 
said eating out of the glove pronounced 
the taste, the struggle made it more 
rewarding. they now use an Xbox and get 
oysters delivered - all from the comfort of 
their own respective living rooms. 



quARANtINE ARChItECt’S 
lEFtovERS 
Fernando Gamarro
 

Self-isolation is difficult but it sharpens 
your imagination. Putting together pencil 
shavings used during this lockdown, you 
realise all you can depict with these basic 
leftovers, even the whole world at your 
home. daylight or night-time, the world just 
keeps changing.



thE mEdIAtEd WoRld 
Giulliana Giorgi

the mediated image of the world, so easily 
accessible through the internet, has 
become a commodity. What we see is not 
the world itself, but rather a collection of 
bits representing a virtual image. this 
uncontrolled multiplication in all forms and 
for all purposes has made the image of the 
world become a cliché.



thE WoRld AS A bIG Pool
Giulliana Giorgi

our being in the world, similar to the 
experience of a fish in the water, is an 
immersive experience. the atmosphere 
and resources of the earth are for us as 
vital as the water is for the fish.



EARth
Guillermo lopez

there are no beautiful surfaces without a 
terrible depth.



thE WAllS thAt oNCE WERE 
hIGh 
hamed Khosravi



oCEAN lINE, 2020
Jack Self

the only unchanging portrait of the Earth 
is the sea and horizon. this collage 
collapses the distance between San diego, 
hawaii and New Zealand. Each photo was 
taken in the compass bearing of the next 

location, from 2017–2019.



WIREd dEtAChmENt
Jamil Al bardawil

this drawing aims to portray the tragic 
situation that the world is facing due to the 
pandemic where the world is physically 
disconnected yet attached to each other in 
an underrepresented way. that is what the 
dissected globe represents as well as the 
same colour for the entire planet showing 
that in these difficult times we are all 
human where there is no distinction based 
on race, ethnicity or religion. We are one in 
the face of adversity.



INFlAtEd EARth
Jane Ching yee ling

there exists a story of a perfect map. In an 
empire that attained such cartographic 
perfection, the map took over the land of 
the empire at 1 to 1. Coinciding with the 
land point to point, the map became 
useless. tattered remains are still to be 
found on the land it once sat.

the myriad ways in which the Earth can be 
mapped is in direct opposition to the 
immovability of our common visualizations: 
the use of the ubiquitous mercator 
projection and its inadequate 
representation of land mass. Flattening 
has social and psychological implications 
beyond its simple deficiencies, resulting in 
uneven representations of power dynamics 
- an earth inflated.



No EARth, No oCEAN, No 
CItIES, but bouNdlESS SKy
John Ng

With unintended fall in emissions, we are 
experiencing a sky that we can only dream 
of before. Can we imagine the planet with 
no differentiation between the solid earth, 
liquid oceans and the breathing living 
beings?  A boundless sky that encompass 
a single vast continuum of matter of 
energy. 



thE CIty huG
KAvANAGh buIldING, buENoS 
AIRES
Josefina Sposito and Juan 
Campanini

S: but what about invisible entities acting 
in some hidden ways?
P: If they act, they leave some trace. then 
you will have some information, then you 
can talk about them.

bruno latour, Reassembling the Social. An 
introduction to de actor–network theory.



ERRoR 404
Juntao liu

during the CovId-19 pandemic, a time 
when all humans are in physical isolation, 
the internet becomes the only way for us to 
understand and view the rest part of the 
world. therefore, when the network 
connection is cut off, our perception of the 
world becomes blurred, uncertain, and 
blanked.



homE 1.
laurens boevé

A physical and conceptual representation 
of our existence. We are minuscule in the 
grand scheme of the universe, yet become 
significant when we unite as a species.



homE 2.
laurens boevé

A physical and conceptual representation 
of our existence. We are minuscule in the 
grand scheme of the universe, yet become 
significant when we unite as a species.



homE 3.
laurens boevé

A physical and conceptual representation 
of our existence. We are minuscule in the 
grand scheme of the universe, yet become 
significant when we unite as a species. 



mElANCholIA
luis miguel ocampo

Currently, because of the situation, we are 
living, we are doing things that we never 
expected to do between the walls of our 
home. this has grown inside us the desire 
for the exterior world. Even made us miss 
the routine that so many times we were 
tired of.



houSEWoRld 
lydia Kallipoliti & Xiaoxiao Zhao

the world is now a disorganised array of 
disconnected bedrooms. In quarantine, 
houses are floating in an abstract newly 
formed wilderness, enabled by datafarms 
that enable our virtual and social 
existence.



uNtItlEd
madelon Koolhaas-vriesendrop

does Earthday have any meaning except 
for one half in total agony the other half 
gazing at the stars?  both oblivious of the 
all the other worlds they don’t want to 
engage with and leaving all the middle 
class guilt, charity, behind and focussing 
on celebrity, appoint more dictators to 
make a worldwide grab for more wealth, 
taxfree zones, the whole world a grand 
scale auction soon, blindfolded to 
massacres, genocides, natural disasters: 
fires, tsunamis, quakes, floods. 

What is Earthday mean exactly now? In 
the age of complete powerlessness, 
humour, irony and sarcasm our only 
escape? 



bluE SKy thINKING
maider llaguno-munitxa

blue Sky thinking displays the pre and 
post Covid-19 air contaminant 
concentration in the city of london. the 
data collected by the breathe london air 
quality network has been used to illustrate 
the decrease in the No2 air contaminant 
concentration after the lockdown imposed 
on march 23rd. 



hElP
mannat Saharan

this particular drawing shows planet Earth 
in a miserable condition on the hospital 
bed. the only medicines which can help 
are Plants. this shows the intensity of the 
issue that we as humans have caused, 
‘Global Warming’. the text hElP has been 
put into a growing radial effect as the Earth 
is asking for our concern the most at this 
point. 



INtERGAlACtIC, PlANEtARy
marco vanucci

the environmental and pandemic crises 
draw us apart as much as the planetary-
scale digital infrastructure brings us 
together. the automation of our cognitive 
capabilities (via AI) and the automation of 
the productive and logistic infrastructures 
(via big data and machine learning) will 
write a new chapter in the urbanisation of 
our planet: an ever-growing, high-
resolution network of discrete, yet 
interconnected communities.



WhERE IS WAtER? 
marina Gubbins

the drawing shows the most common 
water supply system in the city of lima, 
the elevated tank. It is the legacy of an 
industrial relationship with water, which 
began in 19th century london where water 
was removed from a (polluted) natural 
source in order to be treated and 
distributed. If water is no longer in nature, 
then where is it?



domEStIC ANd dIGItAl 
PRoXImItIES
meruert Zharekesheva

the earth, now an unfolded pyritohedron 
as a metaphor for our distorted reality, is 
made of a network of singular cells, some 
of which represent our homes during the 
lock down. through the interfaces of our 
phones and computers we attend zoom 
conferences and visit empty concert halls. 
meanwhile the virus persists, and an 
ocean of uncertainty is surrounding us. 

(this is a collaboration with mascha 
Kremer, a friend, an architect and artist 
based in moscow)



All At oNCE 
michael lopes-vieira

All at once we stop 
All at once we worry 
All at once we wait 
All at once we hide 
All at once we adapt 
All at once we avoid physical presence 
All at once we converse within a grid 
All at once time and territory remains still



IN A mIddlE oF thE dREAm
minh le Pham

this imaginative scenery seeks to 
celebrate the Earth day, by raising the 
awareness of human’s use of the Earth. 
objects laid around the room suggest the 
transformation from the tools we used to 
destroy Earth, to being displayed as 
souvenirs, except for the bike, the likely 
last-used vehicle. Similar to natural 
landscapes, now only enjoyed through a 
frame on a wall. Each dwellings are given 
a limited piece of garden. however, while 
this may seems more of a weird dream, 
actually, it also has an upside to it. the 
room is filled with relatively nice objects, 
the world is still in running orders, work is 
happening remotely, and likely to share the 
same roof with families and maybe 
relatives. Some furniture and the bolted 
down computer screen shows the loss in 
gravity, therefore we are likely to feel less 
exhausted (days are 100 hours long) and 
the radiator are put above, presumably hot 
air will be sinking. 



FlAt EARth 2500: God’S lAb
mohamed Elkurdi

Currently, countries taking extreme 
measures on freedom of movement leave 
people with few options to communicate. In 
an imaginary scenario of the escalating 
gestures of closing borders, Earth 
becomes divided by man-made territorial 
boundaries. Eventually, it inserts countries 
into enclosed globes of isolation on a flat 
hierarchical plane.  



uNboRdEREd
Nábito Architects

this WoRld mAP represents the paradox 
of the “Spreading of the confinement”.
If the borders are physically  closed the 
limits became liquids and goes faster to 
other dimensions.
the map is breathing, compressing and 
expanding, it is vaporous, a fluid dimension 
constantly dynamic, melted and diverse at 
the same time. the map is  a new geo-
connectivity, a connectography.
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GlobAl AtmoSPhERES
Neihesier Argyros

Close observation is a political act.

It takes approximately 2-4 weeks for a 
mass of air to circle the globe along its 
latitude from west to east. the local 
weather that impacts our daily lives results 
from complex global atmospheric 
interactions between solar radiation, 
oceanic evaporation, diverse topography, 
and terrestrial movement through space. 
the local is inextricably tied to the global. 
the thick soupy stratum of molecules that 
we occupy, the spatial territory of our 
everyday, is both specific and contingent, 
particular and universal.   

this drawing closely observes the weather 
in our backyard in london over 28 days, or 
approximately the time it takes for our local 
weather to circle the globe and return to 
us. 



SolItudE
Nil Corominas

only in intimate communion with solitude 
may man find himself.



FoRESt, 2020
Petra Gabaš

the collage is a probe into an unlimited 
space that is symbolized by the natural 
world, by a forest. While being physically 
constrained by the walls of our houses, we 
are free to “go” anywhere we want. the 
current frontier lies within our mental 
states.



thE dEStINy oF thE WoRld
Pol Esteve Castello

the body as the origin and the destiny of 
the world. Its secrets and pleasures are 
the ruling phantoms of the earth. Its 
unexplored geographies are waiting for a 
new cartography, a map to the plurality of 
the cosmos. open the ass to a new 
ecology. 



A houSE thAt IS thE WholE 
WoRld
Sam Jacob

A house designed under quarantine, when 
the whole world is at home, and home is 
the whole world. 

this is a house whose arrangement is 
based on the first known map of the world, 
the babalonian Imago mundi dated to 
roughly the 6th century bC. Inscribed into 
a clay tablet is an idea of the known world 
- both the things in it and the knowledge to 
describe it. the act of map making is an 
act of architectural production - a way of 
making a world.

domestic space has become, for many of 
us, the limit of our world. Work, school, the 
gym, the pub, all those dispersed activities 
now compressed in an undifferentiated 
smear across the domestic landscape with 
very little relation to the usual spatial 
decorum of home.

With boundary walls as our horizons, 
domestic interiors have become vast 
landscapes however tiny their reality.

the house that is a whole world blurs the 
distinction between inside and outside, 
between everywhere and here, between 
the vast and the intimate, between the 
whole wide world and the home.



“modERN PANGAEA”’S CAll
Sana El Abdallah

 
this map is an Allegory representing how 
Covid-19 has reminded us of our land’s 
origin: “Pangaea” which existed 
approximately 335 million years ago. our 
world is not divided into countries, yet it is 
one entity with different cultures but 
common purposes. this illustration is an 
online open scream from our globe, 
starting to heal itself during the lock-down 
of its 7.594 billion habitants while its 
oceans are getting clearer and its land 
getting greener : 
 
Should you really go back to “Normal”? 
Was your “Normal” good enough?



SuPERPoSItIoN 
Sandro bonomo
 

We all live in different, atomized, blurr-
edged wordls, these are represented by 
the many grey circles. this is visualised as 
superimposed different worlds, a mixed 
state of possibilities of realization of 
various outcomes. these futures states 
share a part of their whole in the center, 
what that part means is open for 
interpretation.



CElEStIAl uRbANISm
Selim halulu

the drawing depicts a distant past which 
isn’t so distant after all. once naked eye 
observations of the sky, through primitive 
constructs, led to organising life and cities 
around celestial bodies. our observatories 
have evolved. It is through these 
instruments that we have always 
understood our world and our place within 
it. 



thE ENdS oF thE EARth
Sheaufei hoe

Walking across the ploughed field, towards 
the greens, guided by the moving sky. We 
will meet at the ends of the earth and mark 
the start of another age where nature is 
home. 



EARth = oNE oRGANISm
Steven holl 

modern Philosophy, starting with hegel, 
has succumbed to the strange illusion that 
man, in distinction from other things has 
created himself.”
- hannah Arendt, the life of the mind

“When we had thought to be alone, we 
shall be with all the world.”
- Joseph Campbell, the Power of myth

“A breath is enough to invoke the realm of 
religious experience.”
- Paul Klee

I imagine the coronavirus, this strange 
breath – robbing plague engulfing the 
global today will change humanity on earth 
from now on in some ways. on this earth, 
being alive is a gift. today, we are humbled 
and shocked by the unknown. our 
vulnerable species – humankind – has in 
recent decades, caused the disintegration 
of ecosystems of nature at “cataclysmic 
rate”.
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EARth dRAWING
tatiana bilbao Estudio

this drawing, inspired by Alexander von 
humboldt, is a section of the world. We 
work with an understanding of different 
roots and origins and that encourages us 
to have people from all over the world be a 
part of our work. moreso, we are knitted 
together and unified by our allegiance to 
workplace and institutions. We emphasized 
the places of origin of past and present 
employees of tatiana bilbao Estudio, that 
together creates an international network 
alongside the connections with the projects 
that we work on.

With special thanks to maya Sorabjee



to FRAmE IS to ACt
telmo Escapil-Inchauspé & 
Guilhem Solère (NouS.)

the red dot on the facade indicates the 
emergency entrance for the fire brigade.  
What new emergency entrances are 
available to the world?



PoWERS oF tEN
the Empire

2020 version of the Eames’ masterpiece, 
outer space scene.



PoWERS oF tEN
the Empire

2020 version of the Eames’ masterpiece, 
picnic scene.



PoWERS oF tEN 
the Empire

2020 version of the Eames’ masterpiece, 
microscopic dimension scene.



NASA, 1972
valentin bansac

december 7 1972: the crew of Apollo 17 
photographed the Earth in its entirety for 
the first time. the original version, 
commonly rotated 180°, was taken with 
Antartica on top. Widely reproduced, the 
image became proof of the fragility of our 
planet and a symbol for environmental 
protection.
Source: NASA, 1972



GooGlE EARth, 2020
valentin bansac

June 11 2001: American multinational 
technology company Google released 
Google Earth, a computer program that 
renders a 3d representation of our planet 
based on satellite imagery. humans have 
now gained control over the Earth and 
anyone can browse through it from a 
screen.
Source: GoogleEarth, 2020



EARth RElAtIoNS
vicente Astudillo

Earth today (in days of CovId-19) is more 
a system of relations than a group of 
places ordered in space. this map tries to 
show how little does the actual extension 
and position of place affect the way we 
live, a platonic world of ideas rather than of 
physical form.



loSt oN thE PlANEt
Weronika Janusek

these works are part of my project “lost 
on the Planet” depicting human interaction 
with nature. these are not typical kind of 
drawings, because they are made out of 
sand. It is a satellite view on different 
world’s landscapes. 
they will accompany the publication 
(chapter on climate change victims), which 
I am working on at the moment with the 
final outcome of a maze design. 



CollECtIvE SAlAd
Will Fu

In the tradition of the both/and, Earth can 
be thought of as a cold crisp salad. 
Individuals exist together but retain one’s 
own logic and autonomy. Recognised by 
difference and the social bonds we engage 
with together, a salad is negotiable, 
composed and carefully deconstructed 
through iteration, dialogue, and active 
engagement; a invisible rhizome of 

celebrated difference.



ANImAl AmbASSAdoRS
yee thong Chai

“...to stay alive, capitalism cannot be responsible for 
our care – its logic of exploitation requires that some 
of us die.
 
“Sickness” as we speak of it today is a capitalist 
construct, as is its perceived binary opposite, 
“wellness.” the “well” person is the person well enough 
to go to work. the “sick” person is the one who can’t. 
What is so destructive about conceiving of wellness as 
the default, as the standard mode of existence, is that 
it invents illness as temporary. When being sick is an 
abhorrence to the norm, it allows us to conceive of 
care and support in the same way.
 
Care, in this configuration, is only required sometimes. 
When sickness is temporary, care is not normal.”

-Johanna hedva, Sick Woman theory (2015)

 
the pandemic has shown that the 
democratic mathematics of wellness forces 
us to only act when it is too close to 
becoming too late. our non-human 
cohabitants, sick and endangered, were 
brought to our doorstep in zoos as “animal 
ambassadors”. this was under the guise 
that they will convince the “well” to act 
sooner and apparently overcome the 
political disparity of our planet. but in the 
end this only turned out to aestheticize 
their precarity. 
 
...and yes. this was motivated by the 
Netflix series tiger King.


